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Now these copies of the Daily News that I published,

maybe photographed. ' You'd have to enlarge them.
( ffe&t would be fine. They would be on microfilm.)
Yes. But they are supposed to. have two copies. Now the sad part about the
I
deal, after I sold out - I talk over the radio - I made the statement that
|
the fij.es had been destroyed. And, Oh, my friends just began to bring fem
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in here by the arm loads, well, not in here. My office was over there on
that corner. I^got lots of them. Then another fire came along and burned
it down.
( You lost even the copies your friends had brought to you?)
I have just a few copies right over\here. They are old and I haven't looked at 'em in a long time.
( Well it is a good thing that" you did send copies to the Historical Society.)
I can't read well'enough ( This issue - the Hugo Daily News - Wednesday December the 2Uth, 19*4-7. This
is the Christmas Eve paper-)
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That was the Christmas Edition.' The^ this is a valuable copy right here.
I really don't have many - .these are all I have. That is just about it.
( Well, before I come back to see you, 'I am^going to go to the Historical . '
building and look through - are there any copies that you remember that
you'd like to have for your own records?)
No.. .Thefee"^re so many that I'wouldn't feel right to ask for copy of all of 'em.
Now- there .is just .this one here isn't it?
«
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( 1 believe that is the only Christmas edition there is here. Christmas
issue-1937.)
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I "have some more there somewhere. I am,not sure where they are.

